I told the students that the liberal idea of freedom means more than just the freedom to do as one pleases. We must have freedom in our daily life, in our work, and in our communities. It is important to have freedom, but it is also important to respect the rights of others.

DETECTIVES WORK ON ROBBERY. The case which was robbed stood on the Jewett base and the Red and Blue athlete put up a feature of the meet. This was when 16,000 fans, all the time that Qlasspey has won. It was the first time that he won.

The meet as a whole was slow and uninteresting. There was some interest at the beginning of the meet, but it was not maintained throughout the entire meet.

The meet started well and was expected to be a good one, but it did not live up to expectations. The meet was not as good as expected and did not provide the entertainment that was anticipated.

The meet was held on the Jewett base and the Red and Blue athlete put up a beautiful exhibition and twice failed to win. There were many chances to win, but the Red and Blue athletes were not able to make the most of them.

The meet was a disappointment to those who expected a good one. However, there were some good games played, and the meet was not a complete failure. It was a good opportunity for the Red and Blue athletes to gain experience and improve their skills. The meet was a good start to the season and a good indication of what is to come.
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they are called birds, what? our selection of Spring Bennir woodens by the discriminating buyer, why? because they fill the BILL. Like a bird our guarantee soars very high. And yet we sell extremely low.

Whelan & Company
1222 Walnut Street
Tailors to the Well Groomed Man
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Pictures Artistically Framed
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KENDIG & BOYD
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT NOTICE! DISCOUNTS?

The question has often been asked—if students will form half state of 106 each we will give 15 per cent. discount. Cards issued and cards regulated by us. Full information upon application.

1428 Chestnut - KEEBLER - 14 Mint Arcade

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

NEW YORK

B. W. Cor. Broadaxt at 54th St.

Near 56th Street Subway Station square and 53rd Street Elevated

KEPT BY A COLLEGE MAN

HEADQUARTERS FOR COLLEGE TEAHS


HARRY P. STIMPSON

Formerly with Hotel Imperial Ten Minutes' Walk to Twenty Theatre.
ATTRACTIVE OPERA BILL

"Natoma"—Again on Wednesday Night. Characteristic Song Recital by Six Artists the Following Evening.

The bill offered at the Metropolitan Opera House this week contains several features which will make the week one of special interest to opera-goers. "Il Segret di Susanna," a one-act Italian comedy by Ermano Wolf-Ferrari, will be given its premiere performance in Philadelphia on Friday night. This production has never been given in this country as yet, but will be presented in New York tomorrow night. Carolina White will take the only feminine part. Namur and Daddi constitute the remainder of the cast.

Since "The Secret of Susanna" is very short, it will be followed by "La Jongleur de Notre Dame." The cast will be the same as last week, and includes such attractive names as Garden, Renaut, Dofraine, Haberdash, Vulev and Cribbe. Company will conduct.

"La Bohème" is the attraction for to-night, with Madame Frances Alda, of the Metropolitan Opera Company, as Mimi. Alice Ross will sing the part of Suicote and Bartel will be the Rodolfo. Others in the cast are Cribbe, Daddi, Costa, Romperti, Zenci and Kallistena. Peppo will conduct.

"Natoma." Victor Herbert's grand opera in English, will undoubtedly attract a large audience on Wednesday night. The cast include Garden, McWhorter, McRae, Dofraine, Herberdness, Suicote, Costa, Romperti and Niesz. Campaspe will conduct.

On Saturday afternoon Puccini's highly dramatic "Tosca" will hold the crowds, with Lillian Grossville singing the title role and Martin taking the part of the artist. Others in the cast will be Gaddel, Romperti, Kallistena, Zenci and Prenatal.

There will be no performance on Sunday night. Reduction cards will be given out at The Pennsylvania office on the day of each production at 1 o'clock.

Six of the Philadelphia Civic Opera Company's artists will hold an International Song Recital on Thursday night. These concert will be held in other cities and have met with extreme favor. Those who will sing are Marguerita Rylia, Carolina White, Jeane Koczynski, John McCormack, Nicola Zerola and Wilhelm Beck. Finalist prices, with no seat over $1.50, will prevail, but it is not yet known whether the reduction privilege will be granted. Notice of this will be made later in the week.

Wharton Men Pass Consular Exams. Pennsylvania students won two out of ten places in the recent Consular examination held in Washington, D. C., made by the State Department. Director James T. Young, of the Wharton School, has just been notified that the two men who succeeded in the exam were Mr. C. F. Hickey, a graduate student in Political Science, and G. P. Blodgett, a special student in the Wharton School. Mr. Albrecht qualified for the position of Consular Assistant and Mr. Blodgett for that of student interpreter. The State Department, under the direction of Secretary Knox, has been making its Consular examinations steadily on such a character that only a man with a special connection in economic and industrial conditions can pass them. Mr. Albrecht is a Philadelphia, and Mr. Blodgett is a native of the State of Washington.

Additional Esperanto Course. The interest shown in the Esperanto course during the week was so great that Professor Christen has arranged to repeat the course of four lessons for those students who were unable to attend. The opening lecture is scheduled for today at 3 o'clock, Room 160, Logan Hall. A small fee is to be charged. Arrangements for taking the course may be made at the Wharton School office.

Daniela Again Lowers Record. In an exhibition race at the Carnegie swimming pool at New Haven, C. M. Daniels broke his own world's record in the 110-yard swim, cutting the time down from 1:34.24 to 1:32.54.

FOWNES GLOVES
They wear longer.

MICHAEL J. EGAN
REGISTERED
MODERN Plumbing
Strictly First Class Work
No. 32 So. 53rd St., Phila.
JIBBING a SPECIALITY
BELL PHONE, PRESTON - - - 5011

Make your rooms more cheerful and handsome by the addition of a beautiful MODERN Plumbing BELL PHONE. PRESTON - - - 5571 md i uburbs.

Hotter shop to the College.

Another good item would be to send Make your room more cheerful and
Phono, Preston 3727. The nearest

aerated water to the College.

Stream Strictly First Class
Work
Walnut and Forty-fifth Streets,

western Philadelphia.

Compressed Air Magazine

The only publication devoted exclusively to the theory and practice of air compression and compressed air appliances.

Published monthly with editorial and papers, original and selected, on the production, transmission and use of compressed air. A full list of all patents issued for compressed air appliances, including flying machines.

Circulation extends to nearly every country of the world.

A subscription to this magazine is a means of education offered to professors and students in an important and progressive line of industrial engineering.
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FATIMA

TURKISH BLEND

CIGARETTES

\ENTOMOLOGY

Fellows who are really fly don't go collecting after all sorts of smokes they "pin" right to Fatimas—the best of the cigarette species.

Grab for 15 cents and you get 20 prize specimens. You'll find you've setted a rare one.

20 in a simple cardboard for 15 cents.

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
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BASE BALL AT OTHER COLLEGES
First Three Weeks of Practice Show Possibilities of Strong Nine at Princeton and Cornell.

Preliminary base ball practice among the Eastern universities has been un- der way from two to three weeks now, and already it is possible to make some predictions as to the possible makeup and relative strength of the respective teams. Owing to unfavor- able weather conditions, Pennsylvania has been favored by the only one of the larger institutions to get out of doors, the more noteworthy colleges being still forced to confine their practice to the indoor cage.

At Cornell practice is progressing as well as can be expected under other extraneous conditions. Since last year's "Varsity reported to Coach Coogan, and as in all probability the Illini will present practically the same lineup as last year, Goodville, who at times last season proved to be a most effective slub man, is left to the Thoroughbreds. However, Carvalij will probably mainstay of Cornell in the box. But for the backfield of last year's football team, and who seemed des- cribed as, "a Varsity north as northie will be out of the game for the season on account of an injury to his arm. 

Tate has been somewhat behind the schedule in his line in getting out the Vars- iety candidates, and as at the present time only pitchers and catchers have re- ported. Freeman and Tummers, who did the pitching last season, are back in college, but the Blue will be without the services of a capable catcher, as Pfeiffer has been lost by graduation. 

The outlook for a championship team at Princeton is the brightest in several years. The Tigers are the only team to keep their pitching staff in- tact, besides losing but three men by graduation. White, Woodle and Green- ham are all first-class pitchers and should prove troublesome for any team. The Tigers however, will be forced to develop a backup to take the place of the veteran Rucker. Rucker, Bul- let and Cunningham will also be missed from the Princeton line-up, but Pendleton and Sheen, of last year's Freshman team, are likely to land Varsity positions. 

After three weeks of indoor work at Harvard the squad has cut to twenty-one men. The Crimson is this year without the services of Hicks and Hartford, their star pitch- ers. Mullen has also forced Red to man a field to fill the shoes of ex-Captain Luning at third base. Despite these losses the prospects of developing a strong team at the Cambridge institution are bright, for besides the ma- jority of last year's Freshman team, two of Harvard's infield posit- ions are assured. Among the battery candidates, McKay, who was ineligible last year will prove the maturation of the Crimson in the box. 

Over the great interest manifest- ed in baseball, the base ball practice at Columbia did not start until February 22, and at present little can be said of the possibilities of the New York team. Most of last year's team will return this season, and if another pitcher can be developed of the caliber of Lee Columbia will prove a hard team to beat. 

Swimmers in A. L. U. Meet.

Five members of the "Varsity swim- ming team figured prominently in the swimming meet of the Middle Atlantic Association, A. A. U., Saturday night. The meet was held at the Philadelphia Tur- botine. E. H. Henly captured the 30-yard back stroke race in the first time of 1:06 1/5. In the plunge for speed and distance F. B. Wills covered 60 feet in 24 seconds, taking first place while R. P. Wright came in second with a plunge of 62 feet in 35 seconds. In the fancy diving event Red and Blue swimmers carried off both second and third places, Barnes totaling 1565 points and Janson 1541 points, respectively.